
Chapter 218:My Genes Evolve

Infinitely

NINETY-EIGHT LEGENDS WHO HAVE NOT MOVED

Hot recommendation:

When Lu Yuan returned to the dormitory, McGonagall
and Yang Ping had already returned early.

McGonagall's expression was still a bit sad. After Lu
Yuan asked, McGonagall told him that his ancestor had

passed away on the second day of the harvest day.

"But his old man is dead, and he is considered fulfilled."

McGonagall smiled, then changed the subject and asked
how Lu Yuan and Yang Ping had been during this time.

After hearing that Si Tingfeng was even engaged,
McGonagall yelled for Si Tingfeng to treat him, but
regretted not being able to attend Si Tingfeng's
engagement banquet.

In fact, Lu Yuan was a bit like reminding his subordinates
to listen to the wind and to make him pay attention to his
fiancée.
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But Lu Yuan didn't understand the meaning of Evolution
Cube's shock. If it wasn't alienation, wouldn't it be
destroying the relationship between the two?

Moreover, he couldn't explain why he felt that Tong
Menghan had a problem.

After thinking about it, Lu Yuan still didn't say anything.

Not long after, Si Tingfeng also returned.

There was a smile on his face, and he looked
high-spirited.

Obviously getting engaged is a very happy thing for him.

After being coaxed by McGonagall to entertain the guests,
the four of them went out for a meal, and when they
returned to the genius camp, it was already night.

Lu Yuan returned to the dormitory, entered the place of
origin, and continued his practice.

After the King of Machinery gene was tempered to
completion, Lu Yuan began to temper the Space Gate
gene.

As the imperial gene of the space system, it is one of the
most powerful imperial-level transcendent genes. If you



want to refine it completely, you need the most spirit
crystals.

Lu Yuan estimated that it would need about four million
Tier 6 spirit crystals, which is a little more than ten times
more than the space transmission genes that were still
king-level at that time.

Because Lu Yuan had refined a part of it before, it now
takes about 3.6 million Tier 6 spirit crystals to refine the

gate of space to completion.

After Lu Yuan perfected the King of Machinery gene, the
time that Lu Yuan could stay in the place of origin became
60 days. It had reached the limit of stay and no longer
increased.

At Lu Yuan’s current cultivation speed, during the
60-day origin time, Lu Yuan can absorb about 280,000
Tier 6 spirit crystals. If you want to absorb 3.6 million

Tier 6 spirit crystals, you need to enter the land of origin.
Three times, it takes almost four months in the real world.

This tempering difficulty is still somewhat high.

This is because Lu Yuan's own spiritual energy is
absorbed fast. If it were other geniuses, maybe it could be



increased by tens or even hundreds of times, it would take
many years.

Lu Yuan continued to practice with peace of mind.

After more than four months, he tempered the door of
space to completion.

Up to now, Lu Yuan has four imperial genes that have
been tempered to perfection, and one imperial gene that
has not yet begun to temper, Sacred Light.

Lu Yuan is now a super arrogant who has burned five
emperor-level genes and has just broken through to the
level of war-sage.

Of course, this is not the case of Lu Yuan's imperial
genetic weapon.

Lu Yuan's current weapon has been replaced by a Tier 4
imperial-level Sky Breaking Epee and has evolved to an
emperor-level.

The Skybreak Epee mainly improves strength and agility,
and secondly improves physical defense, without
improving spirit, the increase is very large.

Even if Lu Yuan now possesses four fully tempered
imperial genes and one untempered imperial gene, the



emperor-level Sky Breaking Epee still increases Lu
Yuan's strength by nearly 30%, and his agility by more
than 30%. The physique has improved by about 20%.

The only flaw in the beauty is that this epee has no special
combat skills, and all the improvements are based on the
increase in various basic strengths.

Lu Yuan tried to continue to evolve the Sky Breaking
Epee, and he wanted to evolve this epee to a higher level,
but unfortunately he did not succeed.

The same situation as the previous evolution of Scarlet
Storm Epee.

Lu Yuan felt even more that the Evolution Cube had not
yet undergone the next step of transformation.

Thinking of the next evolution of the Evolution Cube, Lu
Yuan suddenly thought of the connection between him
and the Evolution Cube when his consciousness was
looking down at the place of origin when he had contacted
the stele of Tianjiao Bang in Baiyun City.

Lu Yuan instinctively felt that those connections might
have something to do with the Evolution Cube.

Perhaps, in addition to the unknown breath of alienation,
this is another way to transform the evolutionary cube.



Lu Yuan remembered all those locations.

He plans to wait for his cultivation to become stronger,
and then go to those places to see the situation.

Of course, he would definitely not go to the foggy forest.

Even with his current strength, it would be a dead end if
he encountered a mirage dragon.

He intends to see elsewhere.

This would have to wait for Lu Yuan to digest all the
treasures in the El Mechanical Ruins.

After completing the space gate to perfection, Lu Yuan
stopped practicing.

He intends to start soaring the list of arrogances.

Thinking of making the list, Lu Yuan took out the
communication crystal and contacted Ye Ye.

During this period of time, Ye Ye's cultivation base has
reached the peak of Zun Zun, and he has begun to hit the
Tianjiao list with all his strength.

Soon, Ye Ye's pretty face appeared on the communication
crystal.



"A Yuan?"

Lu Yuan grinned: "Are you going to the Tianjiao ranking?
I plan to make it to the ranking."

Hearing this, Ye Ye's eyes brightened and nodded: "Go!
Are you finally about to start the rankings? With your

strength, there is hope that you will be the first."

Ye Ye's current ranking has reached the 22nd place.
When her cultivation base reaches the consummation of
the Zhan Zun, there should be hope to be in the top ten.

Just like this, based on the combat experience that she had
exchanged with Lu Yuan several times, she could be sure
that Lu Yuan's combat power was at least the top three in
the Tianjiao list.

There is even hope to hit the first.

Lu Yuan smiled and said, "Then we will meet in the
teleportation hall of Baiyun City, and I will come over
immediately."

"Um."

…………

Baiyun City, outside the teleportation hall.



As soon as Lu Yuan walked out, he saw two beautiful cat

people in black and white on the side of the road not far
away.

After seeing Ye Ye, the passing genetic warriors couldn't
help but look back at her, and then whispered to their
companions.

Lu Yuan could barely hear a sound.

"That... is Princess Ye Ye?"

"It seems to be the 22nd princess on the Tianjiao list."

"..."

Because of Ye Ye's crazy rushing to the list during this
time, he now rushes to the 22nd place, and there are
many more people who know Ye Ye than before.

Almost all the genetic warriors in Baiyun City now know
her.

Some of the geniuses even regarded Ye Ye as a goal.

Even Rebecca sometimes marvels at the power of Ye Ye.

After knowing that Lu Yuan and Ye Ye knew each other,
Rebecca still wanted to ask Lu Yuan to give her Ye Ye's
autograph.



Moreover, her cultivation has also worked harder than
before. According to her, she also wants to hit the
Tianjiao ranking.

Lu Yuan vaguely understood what the ancestor Ye Ye
meant by the leader.

The motivating effect of a powerful genius is indeed still
there.

Is this the role of an idol?

Lu Yuan wondered if he could find a chance to bring Ye
Ye to meet Rebecca?

Rebecca should be very happy.

Of course, it is best to let Rebecca prepare something
delicious for Ye Ye, and Ye Ye will be very happy.

As Lu Yuan thought, he walked towards Yeye and
Xiaobai.

When the two saw Lu Yuan, Xiao Bai still looked rigorous
and respectful:

"Master Lu Yuan."

Looking at Lu Yuan every night, there was a look of
expectation in his black eyes.



Lu Yuan took out a few food containers:

"Here are some of the specialties of the Red Maple Empire,
you can taste them then."

Every night nodded, put things away.

Later, she summoned Ye Tian Mandrill.

As soon as Ye Tian Mandrill appeared, he looked at Lu
Yuan, a bit frowned upon.

It's this male human again!

Ride by this male human several times!

However, with Ye Ye's comfort, Ye Tian Mandrill was
soon refreshed, and then Lu Yuan rode on it again.

The three of them soared into the sky on Ye Tian Mandrill
and flew towards the central square area.

…………

In the central square, Ye Ye's iconic Ye Tian Mandrill
landed, and immediately attracted the attention of all the
forces on the square.

Everyone looked at each other, a little surprised.

"It's Princess Ye Ye? Does she have a challenge today?"



"No, the next challenge for Princess Yeye should be the
day after tomorrow. The opponent is the little prince
Meredith of the Carlo Empire. Why is she here now?"

"Huh? Isn't the 98th Lu Yuan next to Princess Yeye?"

At this time, Lu Yuan got down from Ye Tian Mandrill's
generous back, and someone saw him.

"It seems that it is really him? He is here too? It has been

a long time since he challenged Bai Lin last time, right?
How long has it been?"

"Yeah, now Bai Lin is ranked 34th. Does this human
genius finally remember to challenge?"

After seeing Lu Yuan, the eyes of these various forces
were very excited.

Because as early as when Lu Yuan challenged Bai Lin for
the first time, his strength was already quite amazing.

Many of them concluded that Lu Yuan was able to enter
the top 30 at that time.

But what puzzled all of them was that after that challenge,
Lu Yuan seemed to lose his interest and never challenged
him again.



At the beginning, there was a genius who planned to
challenge Lu Yuan after completing the qualification
challenge, and he would show up at that time.

But after being challenged several times by Lu Yuan's
spike, everyone in the small circle of geniuses knew that

the 98th human seemed a bit uncomfortable, and over
time, even the challenger disappeared.

Lu Yuan's position in the 98th place is steady and
unmoving.

Even so, Lu Yuan's previous stunning performance still
left a profound impact on the eyeliner of these big forces,
so that as soon as Lu Yuan appeared, they thought of him.

Everyone has some expectations, expecting Lu Yuan to
continue to challenge.

Soon, under the gaze of a crowd of eyes, the three of Lu
Yuan came to the stele of Tianjiao List.

Having had the first challenge experience, Lu Yuan is
already familiar with it.

On the list of Tianjiao, each challenge can only challenge
Tianjiao who is five places higher than himself.



Lu Yuan is now 98th, and he can challenge Tianjiao who
is 93rd at most.

He directly chose 93.

It was an elf named Malz Lodge.

Lu Yuan used the stone stele to connect with the genetic
war pattern. This time, Lu Yuan's consciousness did not
appear above the land of origin, but directly contacted
Marz Lodge.

Lu Yuan applied for a challenge.

…………

The place of origin, Menglin City.

In a forest tens of thousands of kilometers away from the
city, Marz Lodge and his team are repairing.

They fell in front of a bonfire, handsome, Malz with long
gray hair said:

"It's about to reach the lair of the staghorn wolf. There is a
war-senior grade staghorn wolf that is suspected to have
the royal bloodline. If it can be killed, it may drop the
royal transcendent gene!"

Hearing what Malz said, everyone looked forward to it.



"Marz, don't you lie to us, the bloodline of the emperor,
the staghorn wolf has such a powerful bloodline?"

You know, the blood of the fierce beast is born, but unlike
the gene warrior, it can burn other extraordinary genes.

The limit of the general fierce beast is the limit of the
bloodline.

Staghorn wolf is a fierce beast, its own potential is not too
high, it is quite outrageous to have a royal bloodline.

"Of course it's true! When did Marz Lodge fool you? My

guard went to the staghorn wolf lair. At that time, there
were more than two hundred warlords, six of which had
the lord gene burned, one of them I didn't survive the
encounter and was killed directly. Even the fierce beast of
the king-level blood can't do this, right? I suspect that the

blood of the staghorn wolf has returned to the ancestors."

Hearing this, everyone's eyes flickered and nodded.

Returning to the ancestors can be explained, just like the
natural kings who inherited the genes of their ancestors
among the genetic warriors.

At this moment, Malz Rocky had a sudden stop, and an
ugly and somewhat fearful look appeared on his face.



These people are the arrogances of the Menglin Star Elf
Clan, and this is the first time that they have seen Marz
Rocky look like this.

You know, Marz Lodge is a genius on the list of Tianjiao,
and here is also the strongest warlord. He actually showed
a little fearful expression? How can it be?

An elf girl who admired Malz was a little worried:

"What's wrong with Malz~www.mtlnovel.com~? Is it

okay?"

Malz returned to his senses, seeing everyone looking at
him, he smiled bitterly:

"I'm miserable. I just received the news that I was
challenged by a monster on the Tianjiao ranking."

"Monster? Since it is the Tianjiao ranking application for

the challenge, it should be ranked behind you, why is it a
monster?"

Everyone was taken aback, a little dazed.

Malz felt a bit dry in his throat, and explained: "The
human who has been in the 98th place, don't you know if

you have heard of it? That guy is a monster!"



"98 people?"

Hearing this, someone seemed to have thought of
something.

Then he widened his eyes and said:

"It's the 98 people who will never move in the legend? I

heard that no matter who challenged him, he was easily
defeated in the end. His strength seems to be more than
98, but he has not continued to challenge, and I don't
know why."

The others looked at each other, obviously not many
people knew 98.

There was a trace of fear in Malz's eyes, and he said:

"When I challenged for the first time, I also chose him."

"Huh?" The girl who admired Malz widened her eyes:
"Marz... I heard that you failed the first challenge."

Others also have weird faces.

Malz nodded, pursing his mouth and said: "One sword, at
that time he only used one sword, and I was defeated."



Hearing this, the atmosphere of the whole team fell silent,
leaving only the crackling sound of the burning branches
of the campfire.

Then, a young elven said:

"Then, he challenges you now? What should I do? Can

you be confident that you can beat him?"

Malz was full of black lines and looked at the elf boy with
a speechless expression: "If I am confident that I will do

this?!"
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